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Abstract
A nine-yearsimulation(1984-1992)of biological processesin the equatorial Pacific
Warm Pool is presented. A modified version of the 4-component (phytoplankton, zooplankton,
nitrate and ammonium) ecosystem model by McClain et al. (1996) is used. Modifications
include use of a spectral model for computation of PAR and inclusion of fecal pellet
remineralization and ammonium nitrification. The physical parameters (horizontal and vertical
velocities and temperature) required by the ecosystem model were derived from an improved
version of the Gent and Cane (1990) ocean general circulation model (Murtugudde and
Busalacchi, 1997). Surface downwelling spectral irradiance was estimated using the clear-sky
models ofFrouin et al. (1989) and Gregg and Carder (1990) and cloud cover information from
the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP).
The simulations indicate considerable variability on interannual time scales in all four
ecosystem components. In particular, surface chlorophyll concentrations varied by an order of
magnitude with maximum values exceeding 0.30 mg.m 3 in 1988, 1989, and 1990, and
pronounced minimums during 1987 and 1992. The deep chlorophyll maximum ranged between
75 and 125 meters with values occasionally exceeding 0.40 mg.m 3. With the exception of the
last half of 1988, surface nitrate was always near depletion. Ammonium exhibited a subsurface
maximum just below the DCM with concentrations as high as 0.5 mg-atN'm -3. Total integrated
annual primary production varied between 40 and 250 gC'm2"yr t with an annual average of 140
gC.m-2.yr -l.
Finally, the model is used to estimate the mean irradiance at the base of the mixed layer,
i.e., the penetration irradiance, which was 18 Watts'm 2 over the nine year period. The average
mixed layer depth was 42 m.
2Introduction
The equatorial Pacific is generally discussed in term of two regimes denoted as the "Cold
Tongue" in the east and the "Warm Pool" in the west. Biologically, the Cold Tongue is
considered to be one of the most productive ecosystems in the world (Chavez and Barber, 1987)
and was the site of one of the Joint Global Ocean Flux Study (JGOFS) process experiments
(Murray, et al., 1995). On the other hand, the biological processes in the Warm Pool have
received relatively little attention, but is of particular interest to the physical oceanography and
meteorology communities because of its role in heat and moisture fluxes between the ocean and
the atmosphere and, consequently, E1 Nifio and the Southern Oscillation. For example, the
Tropical Ocean Global Atmosphere (TOGA) program (Delcroix and Henin, 1991; McPhaden
and Hayes, 1991) conducted a special experiment, the Coupled Ocean Atmosphere Response
Experiment (COARE) in the Warm Pool during November 1992 though February 1993 (Webster
and Lukas, 1992).
The Warm Pool is characterized by some of the warmest SSTs in the global ocean and
has a shallow mixed layer (30-40 m) separated from the thermocline (deeper than 65 m) by a
high salinity barrier layer (Lukas and Lindstrom, 1991). Data from the Warm Pool have been
analyzed extensively to study the physical dynamics (Delcroix and Henin, 1988), SST variability
(McPhaden and Hayes, 1991), surface layer variations (Sprintall and McPhaden, 1994), heat
balance (Cronin and McPhaden, 1997), and other ENSO related processes (Delcroix et al., 1992;
Delcroix et al., 1993; Picaut et al., 1996). Generally, heat budget and circulation studies focus on
the surface fluxes, but, as noted by Lewis et al. (1990) and Siegel et al. (1995), variations in the
amount of irradiance penetrating though the mixed layer are largely due to changes in
phytoplanktonabundance,especiallyin theWarmPoolwherethemixed layer depth (MLD) is
relatively constant, and can significantly influence the heat budget. Relatively small changes in
sea surface temperature and mixed layer heat content in the Warm Pool can stimulate a
substantial response in large scale weather patterns (Palmer and Mansfield, 1984). Thus, there
are very good reasons for understanding the biological processes in the Warm Pool that are quite
different from the primary objectives of programs such as JGOFS.
Some measurements of biological properties in the Warm Pool are available (Furuya,
1990; Barber and Chavez, 1991; Blanchot et al., 1992; Machey et al., 1995 and 1997; Radenac
and Rodier, 1996; Dupouy et al., 1997). While the cumulative data set is inadequate for
characterizing the horizontal and temporal variability, the data do show large variations in the
vertical distribution ofphytoplankton within the Warm Pool. Barber and Chavez (1991) describe
zonal variability across the basin and show (1) the deep chlorophyll maximum (DCM) deepens
from about 50 meters east of the dateline to 100 meters west of the dateline, (2) iron is not
limiting in the westem equatorial Pacific, and (3) annual production in the Warm Pool is 90-120
gC.m-2.yr 1. Their annual production values are 2-3 times higher than most historical
climatologies indicate (Berger, 1989). Climatological nitrate (NO3) concentrations are less the 1
mg-atN.m -3 in the top 40 meters (Conkright et al., 1994) which corresponds to the mixed layer.
Mackey et al. (1995) and Radenac and Rodier (1996) both discuss the relative depths of the
nitracline, the mixed layer, and the influence of low salinity water on the distribution of
chlorophyll and nutrients. Both groups emphasize the suppression of nutrient fluxes by the high
salinity barrier layer as the primary factor controlling surface phytoplankton concentrations in the
Warm Pool. Finally, Leonard and McClain (1996) partitioned the Warm Pool into northern and
southernsectors using the CZCS data set and demonstrated that surface pigment concentrations,
on interannual time scales, were strongly correlated with sea level and, presumably, thermocline
variations associated with the 1982-1983 El Nifio, but found no correlation with SST. The CZCS
pigment concentrations which normally ranged between 0.05-0.10 mg'm -3 in the Warm Pool
increased by at least a factor of two during the event.
The objectives of this study are to use a simple ecosystem model to examine, in more
detail than observations allow, (1) the temporal variability of the ecosystem in response to
physical forcing, (2) the relative influences of mixing and upwelling on the biological variability,
and (3) the vertical distribution of biological properties and processes. The ecosystem model
has been previously coupled to the Garwood (1977; see McClain et al., 1996) and the Chen et al.
(1994; see McClain et al. 1998) mixed layer models. However, for this study, the ecosystem
model is not coupled to the physical model because a simple one-dimensional mixed layer model
cannot adequately simulate the physical processes in this region where remotely forced vertical
modulations of the thermocline are substantial. These vertical excursions of the thermocline and,
therefore, the nitracline, have a profound influence on the availability of nutrients to the euphotic
zone. Therefore, the physical oceanic inputs (u, v, w, T) were provided from a basin-scale
simulation using the Murtugudde and Busalacchi (1997) ocean general circulation model
(OGCM) which has the Chen et al. (1994) mixed layer model embedded in it. Thus, there is no
feedback to the physical model from the ecosystem model, e.g. time-dependent diffuse
attenuation. The next phase of the model development will be to link the physical and ecosystem
models over the entire physical model domain in order to examine the biological feedbacks on
the physical system.
Theuseof aone-dimensionalecosystemmodelat 165°Ecanbejustified becausethis
locationis notsignificantlyaffectedby horizontaladvection.Theheatbudgetanalysesof the
TOGA-COAREdomainby Gent(1991)with anOGCMhasalreadyshownthattheadvective
effectsin theregionaresmall becauseof weakcurrentsandvery weaktemperaturegradients.
Also, similarly weakgradientsin nutrientssupportthis assumption.Figure1showsthenitrate
concentrationclimatologyof Conkrightet al. (1994)andits zonalderivative. The 165°E site is
neartheregionof lowestconcentrationsandzonalvariationabove250m. Picautetal. (1996)
proposedthattheeasternedgeof thewarm poolmigrateszonally in theequatorialwaveguide
overseveraldegreesof longitude.Our OGCMdoesreproducethezonalmigrationof thewarm
pool accurately(Picautet al., 1996)andshowsthatduringtheperiodof this studyhere,thewarm
pool movedto thewestof 165°EduringtheLaNifias of 1984and1988-1989.Theupwelling
andtheflow fields usedto computetheverticalmixing accountfor theseeffectsandthe
ecosystemmodelbehavesasexpectedwith noapparentanomalouseffectsduring theseperiods.
Model Description
The simulation incorporates outputs from the basin scale circulation model, an
atmospheric radiative transfer model and the ecosystem model (includes the marine optical
model). The circulation model is fully described in Murtugudde and Busalacchi (1997) and will
not be discussed in detail here. The atmospheric radiative transfer model extends the approach
described in McClain et al. (1996) to accommodate spectral irradiance and a different scheme for
the cloud cover correction. The ecosystem model is a modified version of the model developed
by McClain et al. (1996). The atmospheric radiative transfer model and the modifications to the
McClain etal. (1996)ecosystemmodelareoutlinedbelow.
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Atmospheric Radiative Transfer Model
As will be described in the following section, the ecosystem model requires spectral
irradiance, so the model of Gregg and Carder (1990) was used to compute the clear sky
irradiance at ultraviolet and visible wavelengths from 280-700 nm. The published version of
their model only includes 350-700 nm (PAR, Photosynthetically Active Radiation), but is easily
extended to include shorter wavelengths given the solar constants and ozone absorption
coefficients for those wavelengths. Gregg and Carder's algorithm requires estimates of surface
wind speed, humidity, precipitable water, visibility and ozone concentrations. Table 1 provides
information on these ancillary data.
While the computation of clear sky irradiance is straightforward, accounting for light
attenuation by clouds is not. Total surface irradiance observations are available from a few
moorings of the TAO array, but are not available for the location and time period of interest in
this study. Total monthly mean surface irradiance and cloud fraction estimates from the
International Satellite Cloud Cover Project (ISCCP; Schiffer and Rossow, 1985) are only
available for July 1983 through December 1992. ISCCP surface PAR estimates (Bishop and
Rossow, 1991; Bishop et al., 1997) were not available for the time period of interest when this
study was initiated. Therefore, an algorithm for calculating the visible surface spectral irradiance
using theoretical clear sky irradiance models and estimates of monthly mean total irradiances and
cloud cover from the ISCCP data set was developed and, presumably, would be valid for any
other time period at this location.
7TheapproachemulatestheISCCPprocessingby usinga formulationwhich incorporates
coefficientsderivedfrom statisticalcomparisonswith ISCCPdata. ISCCPtotal (tot) surface
irradiance(250-4000nm) andPAR areapproximatedusing
E)(tot) : E_(tot). C) (1)
E)(PAR)= EF(PAR)'C) (2)
where E'_(tot) and E'I(PAR ) are the equivalent ISCCP irradiances. ECF(tot) and EcF(PAR) are
clear sky irradiances computed using Frouin et al. (1989). C'_ is the equivalent ISCCP cloud
cover correction. The Frouin et al. algorithm requires water vapor (precipitable water), visibility
and ozone inputs. A marine haze model is assumed. The cloud cover correction is assumed to
be independent of wavelength, at least to the first order. On average, EcF(PAR) - ECF(tot)/2.
To estimate C'_ using ISCCP cloud fraction data, the cloud correction scheme of Dobson
and Smith (1988) is adopted, i.e.,
EDS (tot) = E o (tot). cos 0 o (A i + B i cos 0 o ) (3)
where EDS is the Dobson and Smith estimate of total irradiance, E o is the extraterrestrial
irradiance, 0o is the solar zenith angle, and A_ and B_ are empirical constants where (i) is the cloud
okta index (0-8) with 0 designating clear conditions and 8 being totally overcast.
Dividing (3) by (1) yields
l x
Eos(tOt) E;s(tOt)
EF(tot)
(4)
where
E_s(tOt ) = Eo(tot).cosOo(Ac + B c cosOo) (5)
and
A; + B, cOS0o
Cos = Ac + Bc cos0 ° (6)
Comparison of monthly mean values of EDs(tot ) computed using monthly mean cloud cover with
the actual E_(tot) values from the ISCCP data set yielded a mean ratio of 1.11 for the left side of
equation (4). Similarly, an annual cycle of ECF compared with EeDS values produced an fairly
constant ratio of 0.95 for the first ratio on the right side of(4). It is assumed that these ratios are
independent of wavelength and can be applied in the visible. Thus,
E)(tot) _ 0.85. EF(tOt ) " CDs (7)
Frouin et al. provide algorithms for both PAR and total surface irradiance while Gregg
and Carder (1990) only address spectral PAR. Because spectral PAR is required, equation 2 can
be generalized for each wavelength, and, by making the appropriate substitutions, the following
expression is derived.
el(z) 0.85. (8)
where RVAR= EcF(PAR)/E¢c,c(PAR) at each time step. On average, RpARis 1.01. NO smoothing of
the monthly mean cloud fraction was included in the model surface irradiance computation.
Figure 2 provides the time series of EcF(PAR), monthly mean cloud cover fraction, and
E't(PAR). The interannual changes in cloud cover are particularly evident in the 1987 and 1988
data, corresponding to a transition from warm to cool SSTs. A comparison results from this
method with those of Bishop et al. (1997) for 1987 through 1990 indicate that (1) the daily
average clear sky total irradiances (=300 W'm 2) agree to within 3%, and (2) the daily average
cloud-corrected total irradiances (= 242 W.m "2) agree to within 1%.
Ecosystem Model
The ecosystem model (Figure 3) is essentially the same as that used in McClain et al.
(1996), although a number of modifications have been made as described below. Figure 3 also
includes the nitrogen fluxes which will be discussed later.
The most significant change in the ecosystem model from that used in McClain et al.
(1996) is the incorporation of the spectral light model with spectral absorption from 280 to 700
nm. The spectral light model requires absorption spectra for water and chlorophyll-a. The
absorption spectra of Baker and Smith (1982) and Dupouy et al. (1997) for seawater and
phytoplankton, respectively, were used (Figure 4). Use of a spectral model eliminated the need
to estimate light attenuation for PAR, i.e. K(PAR), using the Morel (1988) empirical function
based on chlorophyll-a concentration. Also, the growth rate and C:Chl-a (carbon to chlorophyll-
a) ratiocomputationsrequireintegrationsoverPAR in unitsofl.tE (microEinsteins).The
transformationfrom Watts.m-2.nm-_to _E.m-2"s-_'nm-_wasappliedto eachwavelength
accordingto theexpression(Zeebeet al., 1996),
I0
EW)_ . 106
E _'_(;_) = (9)
NAhc
where N^ is Avogadro's number (6.022" 10z3 mol"), h is Planck's constant (6.626" 10 -34 J's), c is
the speed of light (2.998"108 m's"), and _. is in meters.
The surface wind stress dependent algorithm for the eddy diffusion, I_, has been replaced
with the method of Pacanowski and Philander (1981) which utilizes profiles of temperature and
horizontal currents (u and v) which, in the present case, are obtained independently from the
ocean circulation model (described below). A background value of 8 m2d ' is assumed.
Similarly, the vertical velocity, w, is also obtained from the ocean circulation model rather than
being derived from the curl of the local wind stress because of the singularity in the Ekman
formulation for w at the equator and because remote forcing of local fields must be accounted for
at this site (Kessler, 1990).
The bottom boundary (250 m) nitrate concentration is allowed to change as a function of
temperature, T (°C). A variable bottom boundary condition was needed because planetary waves
introduce significant vertical excursions of the isopycnal surfaces below 250 m. Using
climatological nutrient data at 165°E from Conkright et al. (1994) for the five standard depths
between 150 and 400 m,
NO3(250 ) = 39.64- 1.467. T(250)
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with an r2 = 0.92.
The exponential temperature-dependent zooplankton respiration rate (r,.) algorithm has
been replaced with a linear relationship based on data from lkeda (1985) for the tropics. The
linear respiration relationship,
rz = 0.0722 + 0.0067(T- 20), (11)
produces rates less than 0.15 d _ .
Several changes in the phytoplankton terms were made. The half saturation constant for
NH4 +, KNH4, was increased from to 0.1 to 0.5. Also, the NH4 + inhibition coefficient, pk, was
increased from 3 to 5. These changes were introduced to help limit phytoplankton growth rates
to a range consistent with observed values since maximum growth rates (Eppley, 1972) are
potentially as high as 3.5 at the surface temperatures (28°C to 30°C) in the Warm Pool. Also,
the value of Go in the phytoplankton growth rate equation derived from Eppley (1972) was
reduced to 0.591 as a result of a reinterpretation of the Eppley results (J. Christian, personal
communication). Phytoplankton mortality, m, was increased from 0 to 0.1 in recognition that
losses other than zooplankton grazing do occur. Phytoplankton sinking was set to 0 to reflect
the fact that cell sizes are relatively small in the Warm Pool (Blanchot et al., 1992) and do not
sink at an appreciable rate. Finally, the C:Chl-a relationship ofCloern et al. (1995) is used. The
observed range appears to be about 20 to 300 _tgC/_tgChl-a (Furuya, 1990; Chavez et al., 1996)
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for theequatorialPacific.
Fecal pellet remineralization, to NH4 +, has been added as a constant fraction (c_)) of the
fecal pellet production. The model used at OWS P did not include this process. About 70% of
the pellets are recycled in the photic layer of the HNLC (high nutrient-low chlorophyll; Dam et
al., 1995) eastem equatorial Pacific and 84% (Le Borgne and Rodier, 1997) in the oligotrophic
regions of the equatorial Pacific. A value ofcp_ t = 0.8 was used.
In McClain et al. (1996), the vertical distribution of ammonium at depth was controlled
by the fixed bottom boundary value and resulted in an unrealistically broad subsurface maximum
below the euphotic zone. This condition was remedied (McClain et al., 1998) by incorporating
an ammonium nitrification algorithm based on Olson (1981). The algorithm requires a spectral
light model for computation of the irradiation dosage between 300-470 nm to incur inhibition of
bacterial conversion ofNH4 + to NO 3 near the surface. The addition of this process enables the
model to reproduce the observed subsurface NH4 + maxima between 60-120 m (J. Murray,
personal communication). The rate of conversion of ammonium to nitrate, A", is
D- Omi nA"= A_ 1- D_Dmin+K o ,
(12)
where
24 470
D= I IE'(;_'t)a(3")d)_dt (13)
0 300
Dmi n = 0.0095 W'm -2, Anmax = 0.002 mg-atN.m-3d ', K D = 0.036 W'm -2, and E s has units of
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W'm-2"nm -t. KD is the half-saturation dosage or the dosage at which inhibition is half the
maximum rate, and Dr. m is the minimum inhibition dosage, a(k) is the action spectrum for
photoinhibition of Nitrosomonas europaea taken from Olson (1981).
Thus, the final set of model equations are
+ WeozU + c3z K v = GP - mP - rp P - IZ
(14)
3Z
--+w e
cgt Yz xv =O-r) Z-gZ-rzZ (15)
aNH4 +
Ot
m+Wm ONH4 + a ( aNH4+)c3z = (apm+ rp- zr,G)P+ azg + r_ + Cpelr[)Z- A" (16)
aNO 3- aNO 3- a( aN03- ) A"-- + w K v = -rc2GP + (17)
Table 2 provides the variable definitions and the values of the free parameters used in deriving
various terms in these equations. For the precise definitions of parameters not explicitly given,
the reader is referred to McClain et al. (1996).
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The Ocean Circulation Model
The OGCM is the reduced gravity, primitive equation, sigma coordinate model of Gent
and Cane (1990) with an embedded hybrid mixing scheme (Chen et al., 1994). Surface heat
fluxes are computed by coupling the OGCM to an advective atmospheric mixed layer model
(Seager et al., 1995). Complete hydrology has been added to the model with freshwater forcing
treated as a natural boundary condition (Huang, 1993). The UNESCO equation of state is used
for computing buoyancy from salinity and temperature. The improvements in tropical SST
simulations and upper ocean hydrology was reported in Murtugudde et al. (1996) and
Murtugudde and Busalacchi (1997) respectively. The vertical structure of the model ocean
consists of a mixed layer and a specified number of layers below according to a sigma
coordinate (total number of layers is 30 for this simulation). The horizontal grid is stretched
down to l/a° resolution near the equator and at the eastern and western boundaries. The model
domain spans the Pacific zonally with meridional boundaries at ±30 ° latitude. The MLD and the
thickness of the deepest sigma layer are computed prognostically and the remaining layers are
computed diagnostically such that the ratio of each sigma layer to the total depth below the
mixed layer is held to its prescribed value. The model is spun up with climatological winds for
10 years. The interannual simulation for 1983-1992 is initialized with the climatological run and
forced with the monthly mean FSU winds. The precipitation data of Xie and Arkin (1996) were
used for freshwater forcing.
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Results and Discussion
Circulation Model Fields
Figure 5 provides the depth-time plots of the physical parameters required by the
ecosystem model, i.e., E'I(PAR ), the OGCM vertical velocity, K_ (values derived from OGCM u,
v, and T profiles), and temperature predictions at 165°E. The temperatures replicate the observed
temperatures within the upper 100 m to within +1 °C, but are generally warmer at depth by 1-
2°C, on average. Nonetheless, the OGCM does reproduce the temporal variations in the
temperature such as the surface coolings during 1984 and 1988-1989 and the 60 m deepening of
the 24°C isotherm between 1987 and 1989. The SSTs remain above 29°C and show little
variability except during 1988-1989 La Nifia when the 28°C isotherm reached the surface as in
observations (McPhaden and Hayes, 1991). The depth of the thermocline (20°C isotherm)
averages around 170 m. A slight deepening occurred during the1984 aftermath of the 1982-1983
E1 Nifio. Another deepening occurred after the 1986-1987 El Nifio and lasted until early 1990.
The dominant feature in the vertical structure of zonal currents at 165°E is the Equatorial
Under Current (EUC). The core of the EUC typically lies above the thermocline except during
the spring of 1985 and 1991 when the core was much deeper. The reversal of surface currents in
the mixed layer merges with the eastward currents in the EUC which is also seen in observations
(Figure 14 of McPhaden and Hayes, 1991; Figure 2 of Sprintall and McPhaden, 1994). The
model EUC is slightly stronger and the core is shallower than observed and the reversals at the
surface are more pronounced. These eastward surface currents in the model warm pool region
are mainly caused by the model's manifestation of the Mindanao eddy extending too far
equatorward due to closing of the Indonesian throughflow (see Murtugudde et al., 1998).
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Delcroix andHenin(1988)notedthewestwardcurrentbelow theEUC,theEquatorial
IntermediateCurrent(EIC). TheEIC movesverticallywith theEUCandis visible above300m
depthsporadically(Sprintall andMcPhaden,1994). Theweakerthanobservedmodel
thermoclineis alsoseenasanEUCthatis vertically more spreadout thanin observations.
Themeridionalcurrentsaretypicallymuchsmallerthanzonalcurrents.Thehigh
frequencyof north-southreversalswasnotedby McPhadenandHayes(1991)in daily averages.
Eventhemonthlymeanforcing usedin ourmodelseemsto retainsomeof this characteristic
albeitweakerin themagnitudeof currents.Theregionjust westof thedatelineis dominatedby
high frequencywind andfreshwaterforcingwhich areaveragedout in ourmonthlymeanforcing
of themodel. As statedearlier,model resultsarealsoaffectedby thesouthwardextensionof the
Mindanaoeddy.
Themodelcurrentandtemperatureprofilesareusedwithin theecosystemmodel to
estimateI_ (Figures5and6a)at eachdepthandtime step. TheMLD (Figure17) fluctuates
between15and80m andwith ameanvalueof 42 m correspondingto aboutthe 190m2"d-1
isopleth. As expected, advances and retreats in the MLD generally correspond to high and low
K_ values, respectively, even though K,, is not explicitly provided by the OGCM, but is derived
from the OGCM u, v, and T fields using Pacanowski and Philander (1981).
The nature of the highly variable convergence and divergence at this location can be
easily inferred from the zonal and meridional currents described above. But as can be expected
by the one-dimensional nature of the heat balance in the region (see Cronin and McPhaden, 1997
and McPhaden and Hayes, 1991), the upwelling (Figures 5 and 6b) is mainly restricted to the
surface layer above the thermocline. Also, since the vertical temperature gradients are small, the
effectsofupwelling onSSTaresmall. Theflow convergence(downwelling)is maximum in
October/Novemberduring thetransitionfrom thesummermonsoonto thewinter monsoon
resultingin maximumSSTsduringthis time.Thesignatureof this wind-drivenvariability is
evidentin theMLD variations. In a bulk mixed layermodel,this regionwouldhaveashallow
MLD overmuchof theyeardueto low friction velocities(seeMurtuguddeet al., 1995). By
taking intoaccountthemixing dueto horizontalvelocity shearandtheconvectiveadjustment
(seeChenet al., 1994),themodelcapturesthehigh frequencymixed layerdeepening.A large
westerlywindburst is seenin late 1990which producesthelargestMLD anomalyat 165° E.
Note thataprolongedE1Nifio occurredfrom 1991through1993.
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Ecosystem Components and Derived Parameters: Comparisons with Observations
The ecosystem model computes profiles of the four ecosystem components at 1-hour
temporal and 1-m vertical resolutions. Figure 7 provides the depth-time contour plots of NH4 ÷,
NO3", chlorophyll (P), and Z. Barber and Chavez (1991) report that west of the dateline, surface
chlorophyll concentrations are less than 0.25 mg'm -3 and the DCM is between 75-125 m with a
value of about 0.4 mg'm -3. Model chlorophyll in the mixed layer varies from 0.01 to more than
0.30 on interannual time scales. Several of the annual mean vertical distributions (Figure 8) are
punctuated by a DCM between 80 and 120 meters. The climatological DCM is at 85 m with an
amplitude of 0.16 mg'm -3 (Figure 9). Figure 8 also indicates that the DCM is not always present,
even over extended periods as in 1988 and 1989. During 1987, and 1992, the surface values
were particularly low. Barber and Chavez (1991) estimate mean 0-60 m chlorophyll to be around
6 mg'm -2. The model produced a value of 7.2 mg'm -2 (the climatological profile has nearly
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constantvalues=0.12mg'm-3from 0-60m).
Blanchotet al. (1992)mademeridionaltransectsalong165°EduringSeptember1987and
1988whichhighlight the interannualvariability atthis location. In September1987,surface
valueswerewell below0.1mg.m-3andtheDCM exceeded0.4 mg.m-3at 80 m. Furuya(1990)
presentaverysimilarprofile (DCM at 100m) for October1979for thesamelocation (Station
18). For September1987,themodelproducedcomparablevalueswith very low valuesat the
surfaceandasubsurfacemaximumof 0.42mg.m-3at around120m (monthlymean). In
September1988,theobservedprofile wasmuchmoreuniform with concentrationsof 0.3-0.4
mg'm-3downto 100m. Themodelconcentrationsareabout0.26mg'm-3downto 80meters
duringJuly throughSeptember.Similarcomparisonswith vertical distributionspresentedin
RadenacandRodier(1996)exhibitedthesamegeneralagreementfor January1986(observed:
surfacebloom concentrationsof 0.1-0.2mg.m-3with asubsurfacemaximumconcentration> 0.5
mg'm-3),July 1987(observed:pronouncedsubsurfacemaximumconcentrations> 0.4 rag.m-3),
March-April 1988(observed:surfacebloomconcentrations> 0.2mg'm-3),andDecember1989
(observed:surfacebloomconcentrations> 0.2mg'm-3). Overall,therearetwo generalprofiles
observed,(1) low surfaceconcentrations,i.e., chlorophyll-a< 0.1,with apronouncedDCM and
(2) asurfacebloomsituation,i.e., chlorophyll-a> 0.1,with areducedDCM.
Zooplanktondistributions(Figure7) aredifficult to corroborate.Themodel indicates
extremevariability with peakconcentrationsnearthesurfaceduringsurfacebloomconditions.
On average,zooplanktonnitrogenin thesurfacelayerwasaboutO.12mg-atN.m-3with no
pronouncedsubsurfacemaximum. Whenthemodelis run with novertical advectionand
minimal verticaldiffusion, bothphytoplanktonandzooplanktonexhibit uninterruptedsubsurface
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maximanear100m. Vinogradovet al. (1972) indicatethattheratioof total phytoplanktonto
herbivorebiomass(cal'm-2)in theupper200m is about1.3. Themodelratiobasedon the
climatologicalprofilesof P andZ nitrogenis 1.3in theuppermost90m where89% of thegross
productionoccurs.
As shownin Figures6aand17,themodelMLD is generallyaround42metersand
maximumK_valuescoincidewith thatlayer. Thus,with deepmixing rarelyoccurring,NO3 is
nearlydepletedin thesurfacelayer(Figures7 and9). The5 mg-atN'm-3isoplethwason average
below 130meters,butdid shoalto thesurfacein 1988. Nonetheless,largeamplitude
displacementsof theorderof 150m in thenitraclinedooccuron thedecadalscale.Thedepthof
the5 mg-atN'm-3isoplethis consistentwith the4 casespresentedby RadenacandRodier (1996)
andtheclimatologicalprofile is similar to thatof Conkrightet al. (1994),especiallyin themixed
layerandnear250m. BarberandChavez(1991)report60m NO3-to beabout0.30mg-atN-m-3.
Themeanmodelvalueat 60m was0.91mgN-at-m-3(theConkrightet al. (1994)climatological
valueis 1.36mg-atN-m-3).
NH4+(Figures7 and9) exhibitsasubsurfacemaximumwith concentrationsashigh as0.5
mg-atN.m-3at depth. SurfaceNH4+concentrationspeakconcurrentlywith zooplankton
concentrationsduringphytoplanktonbloomconditions. Datafrom J.Murray (personal
communication)collectedin April 1996showa subsurfacemaximumat 100m with values> 0.3
mg-atN-m-3. TheaveragemodelNH4÷profile hasaconstantvaluenear0.11mg-atN'm-3in the
surfacelayerandasubsurfacemaximumof 0.19mg-atN-m-3at 110m.
As mentionedin the introduction,mostprimaryproductivityclimatologiesindicatethe
westernPacific to havevery low productionvaluesof theorderof 30-40gC.m2.yr_. Barberand
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Chavez(1991)estimatetheproductionto be90-120gC.m2"yr_. Figure10providesthetime
seriesof annualgross,net, andnewproduction.Grossproductionrangedbetween40 (1987and
1992)and250(1984and 1989)gC'm2'yr_ andaveraged140gC'm2"yr-_.New productionranged
between17(1987and1992)and48 (1988and 1992)gC'm2"yr_ with a meanof 31 gC'mZ'yr_
indicatinganaveragef-ratio of 0.22. Theaveragenewproductionvalueat 165°E is abouttwice
the 14.5-16gC.m-2.yr_ valueofPefia etal. (1994) for theentiretropicalPacificwarm pool
encompassedby the26°Cisotherm.
Primaryproductionis proportionalto theC:Chl-aratioandgrowthrate. The
climatologicalC:Chl-aprofile decreasedfrom 110p.gC/p.gChl-atthesurfaceto aminimum of
34_tgC/_tgChl-at 160m. The euphoticdepthis definedasthedepthatwhich E(PAR) is 1%of
thesurfacevalue,E-o(PAR) for daylighthours. Theaverageeuphoticdepthwas128m andthe
meaneuphoticzoneC:Chl-aratiowas53_gC/p.gChl-a.Chavezet al. (1991)report avalueof
57 for 140°W. BarberandChavez(1991)reportameaneuphoticzonegrowthrate(24-hr.
incubationsundernatural light) of 0.27d_which is essentiallythesameasthatpredictedby the
model,0.26d-_. Table3providesasummaryof comparisonsof modelandobservedquantities.
Ecosystem Processes and Interactions
Given the existence of the DCM and the low nutrient concentrations near the surface, the
question is at what depth does growth limitation transition from nutrient limitation to light
limitation, i.e., where does _m become less than N_im. Nutrient limitation is defined as the
maximum of NO3_,m and NH4:,m. Figure 1 la shows the climatological profiles of both. On
average, NH4_m exceeds NO3t_m in the upper 120 m. However, as indicated in Figure 1 lb, light,
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L,,n,becomeslimiting, on average,at about110m which is just below theDCM. Convergence
of thesetwo termsis rapidaseachis trendingstronglyin oppositedirectionsat this depth. Thus,
not surprisingly,nutrientlimitation dominatesoverthedepthrangewheremostprimary
production(95%)is occurring. Also, thebroadgapbetweenthetwo curvesimplies thathighly
accuratevaluesfor thesurfaceirradiancearenot nearlyascrucialat this locationaswould be
requiredathigh latitudeswhere light limitation is moresevere.
An analysiswasperformedon theecosystemmodel to quantifythenitrogen fluxes in and
out of eachof theecosystemcomponents(P,Z,NOr, NH4÷),andto verify that nitrogenis
conserved.Theproductsof this analysisconsistof (1) a compositetime seriesof total stored
nitrogenin thesystem,verticaldiffusive andadvectivefluxes,andthenitrogenflux dueto all
biological sourcesandsinkscombined(Figure12); (2) aflow chartdiagramof the
climatological,interactivenitrogenfluxeswithin theecosystemandthroughthebottomboundary
(Figure3); and,(3) climatologicalverticalprofilesof thenitrogenconcentrationbalancewithin
eachof thefour componentsof theecosystemmodel(Figure 13).
Thetoppanelof thetimeseriesin Figure12showsthat thetotalnitrogenconcentrationin
thesystemhasincreasedvery slightly throughouthe9 yearsof simulation. Thetotal increase
from theinitial profile of nitrogenin thesystem(1330mg-atN'm2),which is basedon the
climatological NO 3" profile and the initial conditions for the other components (Table 2), is 191
mg-atN'm 2, which is less than 1/3 standard deviation from the overall mean. This relatively
small increase is due the finite length of the time series with respect to the dominant scale of
interannual variability. The other two panels in Figure 12 show that most of the variance in the
system is due to the combined vertical advection and diffusion of nitrate (1.6 mg-atN.m2.d _)
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throughthebottomboundaryof themodel. Thecombinedsourcesandsinkshavea significant
climatologicalmean(1.5 mg-atN'm2"d_) butwith amuch lower temporalvariability.
Theflow chart in Figure3 showsthatthereis abalancedexchangethroughthebottom
boundaryvia theexportof DON andPONfrom thesystem(-1.0mg-atN'm_'d_),the sinkingof
fecalpellets(-0.6mg-atN'm2'd_),andanet influx of nitrogendueto vertical diffusion and
advection(1.6mg-atN'm2"d_).Within theecosystemitself, thebalanceis achievedby the
multiple pathwaysof nitrogenfluxesin andout of thefour modelcomponents.The largest
fluxesarethephytoplanktonnitrogenuptakesfrom theammonium(11.8mg-atN'm_-d') and
nitrate(4.3 mg-atN'm-_'d_) pools. Theadvectivefluxesof P andZ at thebottomboundaryare
zeroby definitionbecauseof theNeumannboundarycondition(OX/0z= 0) that is appliedto
thesetwo components.This assumptiondoesnot impactthebalancesbecausebothcomponents
approachverysmallvalueswell above250m.
Theverticalprofiles in Figure 13illustratetherelative importanceof eachterm in the
dynamicbalanceof eachmodelcomponent.Note thatthescalesfor eachcomponentarenot
standardized.Thevalueswerederivedby transposingall termsto theleft sidein equations14-17
andcomputingthetemporalaveragesateachdepth. Sometermsarerelativelysmall andarenot
shown,e.g.advectionanddiffusion of P,Z, andNH4÷. Thesefour setsof profilesrevealthat, as
shownby theflowchartof Figure3, thenitrogenuptaketermsoriginatingfrom the ammonium
andnitratepoolsarethelargestcontributorsto thephytoplanktondynamicbalance. In addition,
thetime-dependenttermsarelargestfor thephytoplankton,ammonium,andnitratecomponents;
thezooplanktoncomponenthasmuchlesstemporalvariability, exceptbetween70 to 120m,
wheremostof thezooplanktonvarianceoccurs.While nitrification is relativelysmall, A ° attains
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its maximumvalueat 90 m,onaverage.In summary,thefirst ordertermsin thedynamic
balancesof eachof thefour componentsare:(a) phytoplankton- temporalchangeandnitrogen
uptake;(b) zooplankton- ingestionandrespiration;(c) ammonium- temporalchangeand
phytoplanktonuptake;and,(d) nitrate- temporalchange,phytoplanktonuptake,vertical
diffusion,andvertical advection.
Assumingthat thevertical advectiveanddiffusive fluxesof nutrientscontrolbiological
processesin theWarmPool,their relativecontributionscanbeexamineusingthemodel. For
instance,the chlorophyll field obtained from a simulation where w = 0 is shown in Figure 14.
This simulation produces a constant well-defined DCM at about 90 m. In this case, surface
chlorophyll exceeds 0.25 mg.m -3 only during the brief periods during the winters of 1988 and
1990 when intense surface mixing (K,, > 100 m2"d _) penetrated deeper than 70 m. As for
upwelling, because vertical motions occur at all depths, the question is at what depth are the
vertical motions most influential. The climatological upwelling maxima is at 35 m (Figure 6b)
with weak downwelling below 75 m. A cross correlation analysis (Figure 15) of surface
chlorophyll and vertical NO3 advection (all depths) indicates that the surface chlorophyll
concentration is significantly influenced by the vertical velocity at all lags and depths above 70 m
and at depths below 70 m for negative lags (in advance of chlorophyll) earlier than -20 days. A
similar cross correlation analysis of surface chlorophyll versus vertical NO3 diffusion (Figure 16)
demonstrates that diffusion is effective only above 100 m. Surface blooms would be the result of
the transport of both nutrients and phytoplankton from the DCM to much shallower depths and
the two processes can work in concert (example, the bloom during 1988-1989), alone (example:
upwelling forced in 1984) or in opposition (example: absence of late 1986 surface bloom in
Figure7 versusthepronounced'diffusion only" bloom indicatedin Figure 14).
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Biological feedbacks and penetration radiation
In the present uncoupled implementation of the OGCM, the feedbacks from the biology
to physical fields, such as described in Siegel et al. (1995), cannot be addressed, especially if the
processes are on short time scales. However, assuming that on seasonal and interarmual time
scales the OGCM temperatures near the surface approximate the actual temperatures, then the
effect of pigment concentration variability should be noticeable if local absorption has any
significant influence on temperature. However, there does not appear to be any correspondence
between SST and surface chlorophyll concentration even though model concentrations vary 30-
fold. This supports the same conclusion for the Warm Pool drawn by Leonard and McClain
(1996) using AVHRR temperature and CZCS pigment data products.
Recently, there has been much discussion about an apparent imbalance in the tropical
Pacific heat budget. Lewis et al. (1990) show that the radiation penetrating through the mixed
layer is sufficient to explain the imbalance while Ramanathan et al. (1995) invoke anomalous
cloud absorption effect. For the western Pacific, Lewis et al. estimated a penetration radiation of
20 W'm -2. Ohlman et al. (1996) extended the analysis of Lewis et al. to encompass the global
ocean and also show that in the tropics the penetration radiation can be of the order of 20 W'm -2.
Figure 17 provides the time series of daily average penetration irradiances indicating a
climatological mean of 18 W'm -2 or about 8% of the mean total irradiance.
Ecosystem and mixed layer models such as McClain et al. (1996) and Chen et al. (1994),
respectively require the diffuse attenuation coefficient, K(PAR) to calculate light attenuation and
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thepenetrationirradiance.The temporalaveragemodelvaluesof K(PAR) over the first 10
metersandoverthemixed layerwere0.079m_ and0.057m_, respectively. Nonspectral
ecosystemmodelscommonlyapplyanempiricalexpressionfor K(PAR) by Morel (1988)which
yieldsanaveragevalueof 0.044m_ whenappliedto themodelsurfacechlorophyll time series
(thesurfacevalueis essentiallythesameasthemeanmixed layervalue). The Morelrelationship
resultsin a slightlyhighervalueof 0.048m_ for aconcentrationof 0.12mg'm-3,thetemporal
meanvaluein themixed layer(Table3). K(PAR) doestendto decreasewith depthfor agiven
chlorophyllconcentrationaswaterabsorptionselectivelyattenuatesthelongerwavelengths.
This comparisonpointsout thefact thatcareshouldbe takenwhenemployingapproximate
empiricalrelationshipssuchthatgivenin Morel (1988).
Conclusions
Theprimarypurposeof thisstudywasto examinetheinterannualbiological variability in
theWarmPool usingasimpleecosystemmodelwith realistic forcing from anOCGM. The
model reproduces, on average, the observed chlorophyll and nitrate profiles. There is inadequate
in situ data to evaluate the zooplankton and ammonium results, although the model does generate
a realistic ammonium profile having a distinct subsurface maximum that is not an artifact of the
bottom boundary condition. Other quantities such as average C:Chl-a and phytoplankton growth
rate are similar to the observed values.
The model indicates that interannual variability is dramatic with surface chlorophyll
concentrations changing by a factor of 30. This variability appears to be controlled primarily by
variations in the vertical advection of NO3, especially below 100 m. However, on average,
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verticaladvectionresultsin a net lossof nitrogenwhich is offsetbydeepdiffusion upwards
throughthebottomboundary.Theremainderof thebalanceis achievedthroughlossesvia the
DON, PON,andfecalpelletpoolswhicharenot explicitly trackedin themodelbut areassumed
to be transportedout of thesystemthroughthebottomboundary.Annualprimaryproductivity
fluctuatesby a factorof six on interannualtime scales.On averagetheproductivity is about3-4
timesthevaluefound in climatologicalestimates,but is morein linewith recentvaluesof over
100gC'm2"yr1. New productionis about20%of thegrossproduction.
Themeanpenetrationirradianceof about18W'm-2is essentiallythesameasthevalueof
about17W'm-2estimatedby Lewiset al. (1990). This agreementis extraordinarybecausethe
two methodsuseddifferent estimatesof surfaceirradiance,MLD, anddiffuseattenuation
coefficients. Thepenetrationirradianceis about8%of thetotal irradiancethatentersthewater
columnandcannotbe ignoredwhenconsideringtheWarmPoolheatbudget.
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Tables
TABLE 1
Environmental data required for the computation of the spectral surface irradiance.
Radiative Transfer Model Ancillary Data
Parameter Data Source
Surface Wind Speed ECMWF
Relative Humidity Bishop & Rossow (1991)
Visibility Bishop & Rossow ( 1991)
PrecipitableWater
Surface Pressure
Ozone
ISCCP
ISCCP
Sampling
Frequency
Monthly
Default Value
80%
25 km
4.84 cm
1013 mb
260 DU
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TABLE 2
Ecological Model Variables and Input Parameter Definitions and Values. For OWS P, "original"
and "spectral" refers to the values used in McClain et al. (1996) and McClain et al. (1998),
respectively.
Symbol OWS P OWS P Warm Pool Definition
(original) (spectral) (spectral) Derived Quantities
P Phytoplankton nitrogen, mg-atN.m "3
Z Zooplankton nitrogen, mg-atN.m 3
NO 3 Nitrate, mg-atN.m "3
NH_ Ammonium, mg-atN.m _
G Phytoplankton growth rate, d "t
_t Regenerated production fraction
7t, New production fraction
I Zooplankton grazing rate, d _
0.1
0.1
Climatology
0.1
m 0 0.1 0.1
Go 0.851 0.85 l 0.59 i
k_ 0.0633 0.0633 0.0633
q 0.02 0.02 0.02
I%, 0.0633 0.0633 0.0633
Imp, (<60m) 25.0 25.0 400.0
I_,,_ (> 60m) 250.0 160.0 400.0
K_oj 1.0 1.0 1.0
KNII4 0.1 0.1 0.5
Initial Conditions
Initial P concentration, mg-atN.m 3
Initial Z concentration, mg-atN'm _
Initial nitrate concentration profile, mg-atN'm _
Initial ammonium concentration, mg-atN.m 3
Phytoplankton Input Parameters
Death rate, d _
Growth rate at 0°C, d "t
Temperature sensitivity o f algal growth, 1/ °C
Respiration coefficient, dimensionless
Temperature sensitivity of algal respiration, I/°C
Maximum photoacclimation parameter, laEin'm':'s _
Half saturation for nitrate uptake, mg-atN.m _
Half saturation lbr ammonium up-take, mg-atN.m 3
pk
S,_,
chla:N
g
R_
A
TH
r_
az
a_
Anra_
I%
cl_
KVb,a
3.0
1.0
1.0
0.04
5.0
0.8
0.0
0.3
0.019
0.15
0.5
0.5
17.3
5.0
1.0
1.0
0.075
4.75
0.8
5.0
0.3
0.019
0.15
0.6
0.6
2.0
0.0095
0.036
0.8
17.3
5,0
0
1.0
0.04
7.0
0.8
0.0
0.3
(reformulated)
(reformulated)
0.6
0.6
2.0
0.0095
0.036
0.8
8.65
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Ammonium inhibition of nitrate uptake, dimensionless
Maximum sinking rate, m'd _
Chlorophyll-a:Nitrogen ratio, mg'mg-atN "_
Zooplankton Input Parameters
Death rate, d"_
Maximum grazing rate, d_
Ivlev constant, m3'mg-atN *
Minimum C threshold for grazing, mgC.m _
Unassimilated ingested ration, dimensionless
Respiration rate at 0°C, d j
Temperature sensitivity of respiration, 1/° C
Nutrient Input Parameters
Fraction of dead zooplankton converted to ammonium
Fraction of dead phytoplankton converted to ammonium
Maximum rate of nitrification, nmol.d "_
Minimum irradiance (300-470 nm) for nitrification, W.m "2
Half-saturation dosage for nitrification photoinhibition, W'm_'nm _
Fecal pellet remineralization fraction
Physical Parameters
Minimum (bottom) eddy diffusion coefficient, m2.d "_
TABLE 3
Model - in situ comparisons at (0°,165 °E). The mean euphotic depth (1% light level)
during daylight hours is 128 m.
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PARAMETER MODEL OBSERVED
57Mean Euphotic Zone
C :Chl-a Ratio
Primary Production (gC'm'2"yr "1)
New Production (gC'm'2"yr "l)
0-60 m Mean Chlorophyll
Concentration (mg-m "3)
Depth of Deep Chlorophyll
Maximum (m)
60 m NO3" Concentration
(mg-atN.m "3)
Depth ofNH4 + Maximum (m)
Mean Euphotic Zone
Growth Rate (d -t)
Daily Mean Penetration
Irradiance (W'm 2)
53
Gross: 140
(0-250 m)
31
(0-250 m)
0.12
85
(Mean value)
0.91
110
0.26
18
(Chavez et al., 1991)
90-120
(Barber & Chavez, 1991)
14.5-16: Warm Pool mean
(Pefia et al., 1994)
0.10
(Barber & Chavez, 1991)
75-125
(Barber & Chavez, 1991)
0.30 (Barber & Chavez, 1991)
1.36 (Conkright, et al., 1994)
100
(Murray, unpublished)
0.27
(Barber & Chavez, 1991)
17
(Lewis et al., 1990)
Figures
1. Equatorial transect of (a) nitrate (Conkright et al., 1994) and (b) the zonal derivative of
nitrate, ONO3/Ox.
2. Time series of daily mean clear-sky irradiance (EcF(PAR)), ISCCP monthly mean cloud
cover, and daily mean E'I(PAR ). Daily mean values are 24 hour averages.
3. Ecosystem model flow diagram with climatological nitrogen fluxes (mg-at.m-2d _)
4. Spectral absorption curves for water (Baker and Smith, 1982) and chlorophyll (Dupouy et
al., 1997)
5. Depth-time contour plot of(a) E't(PAR ) in p.E'm2"s "1, (b) w (m'dt), (c) K., (m2.d2), and (d)
temperature from the ocean general circulation model.
6. Climatological (a) K_ and (b) w profiles. Dashed lines indicate the + 1 standard deviation
boundaries, although I_ is never negative.
7. Depth-time contour plots of simulated (a) NO3", (b) NH4 ÷, (c) Z and (d) P (= chlorophyll-a)
in mg'atN'm -3.
8. Annual mean profiles of chlorophyll-a.
9. Climatological profiles of (a) P (or chlorophyll-a), (b) Z, (c) NH4 +, and (d) NO 3 in
mg.atN.m -3.
10. Time series of simulated annual gross, net, and new production.
11. Climatological model profiles of growth rate regulation factors, (a) NO31im and NX--I41im, and
(b) _im and Nti m.
12. Depth-integrated nitrogen flux and total nitrogen time series, (a) total nitrogen (P+Z+NO 3
+NH4+), (b) advective and diffusive fluxes with the rate of change in total nitrogen, and (c)
42
biological sourcesandsinks.
13. Climatologicalprofilesof primaryterms,i.e., termsmakingthelargestcontributions,in the
ecosystembalanceequations.
14. Depth-timecontourplots for simulated(a) NO3", (b) NH4 +, (c) Z and (d) P (= chlorophyll-a)
in mg'atN'm 3 derived from the w = 0 simulation.
15. Cross-correlation of vertical advective NO3 flux and surface chlorophyll concentration.
Negative lags imply that advective flux leads chlorophyll concentration.
16. Cross-correlation of vertical diffusive NO3 flux and surface chlorophyll concentration.
Negative lags imply that diffusive flux leads chlorophyll concentration.
17. Time series of mixed layer depth, subsurface E'_(PAR), i.e., just beneath the surface, and the
ratio of the irradiance at the mixed layer depth to E'_(PAR). Because E'_(PAR) = E'_(tot)/2,
the penetration irradiance has values of half the ratio shown.
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